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l- PROCEEDINGS

2 JUDGE LAZO: Would the prehearing conference

f-) 3 come to order, please.
G

4 This is an adminictrative proceeding before an

5 Atomic Safety and Licensing Board of the United States

6 Nuclear Regulatory Commission in the matter of Florida

7 Power & Light Company, Turkey Point Plant, Unit Nos. 3 and

8 4, hereinafter referred to as Licensee.

9 The proceeding is identified as Nuclear

10 Regulatory Commission Docket Nos. 50-250-OLA-3 and

11 50-251-OLA-3.

12 To distinguish this proceeding from the other

13 two that we conducted on Tuesday and Wednesday, we will -

14 refer to this proceeding as the increased fuel enrichment

15 proceeding.

16 The Licensee, Florida Power & Light Company, is

17 authorized to possess, use and operate Turkey Point Plan,t
18 Units 3 and 4, two pressurized water nuclear reactors

19 located in Dade County, Florida, pursuant to the

20 provisions of Facility Operating Licenses Nos. DPR-31 and

21 DPR-41 issued July 19, 1972 and April 10, 1973,

22 respectively.

23 This Board was established pursuant to a notice
e-' 24 published by the Commission on June 20, 1984 in the

25 Federal Register entitled Monthly Notice, Applications and
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1 Amendments to Operating Licenses Involving No Significant

2 Hazards Consideration.

3 That notice provided that the proposed
O

4 amendments would revise section 5.2 of the technical

5 specifications to delete the present enrichment

6 restriction of 3.5 weight percent.

7 The fuel storage specifications, section 5.4,

8 would be revised to allow storage of fuel with increased

9 enrichment in the existing new fuel storage racks, spent

10 fuel storage racks, and increase the K effective, which is

11. the neutron multiplication factor, for the existing new

12 fuel storage racks.

13 Following the publication of the Notice of

) 14 Opportunity for Hearing, a timely petition was filed on

15 July 12, 1984 by the Center for Nuclear Responsibility,

16 Inc., and Joette Lorion.

17 This prehearing conference, scheduled for today,

18 was noticed in the Licensing Board's order of

19 February 7, 1985.

20 We are meeting here today to hear oral argument

21 on the Petitioners' amended petition which was filed on

22 March 7, 1985.

23 Licensee and the NRC Staff have both filed

() 24 responses to the amended petition. Those responses are

25 dated March 21, 1985.

_-_ . - - - - _ .
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. 1 Let us first ask for appearances of counsel in

2 this proceeding.

3 We will look first to Florida Power & Light7g
G

4 Company.

5 MR. FRANTZ: My name is Steven Frantz. I am

6 with the firm of Newman & Holtzinger in Washington, D.C.

7 I represent Florida Power & Light Company, the Licensee in

8 this proceeding.

9 With me at counsel table is Norman Coll from the

10 firm of Steel, Hector & Davis, Miami, Florida.

11 Also with me in the audience is Harold Reis from

12 the firm of Newman & Holtzinger.

13 JUDGE LAZO: Thank you.

14 For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission Staff?

15 MS. YOUNG: My name is Mitzi Young. I represent

16 the NRC Staff. Also seated at counsel table but not

17 entering an appearance in this proceeding is the plant's

18 project manager, Mr. Daniel Mcdonald.

19 JUDGE LAZO: Thank you.

20 And for the Petitioners?

21 MS. LORION: I am Ms. Joette Lorion. I am

22 representing-myself and the Center for Nuclear

23 Responsibility, Inc., in this proceeding.

() 24 JUDGE LAZO: Thank you and welcome,

25 Ms. Lorion.
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1 I believe the first matter which we should i
l

2 address this morning involves the outstanding issue of the I

3 standing of the Center for Nuclear Responsibility.
O

4 Mr. Frantz, would you want to address that issue?

5 MR. FRANTZ: We have no objection to the

6 standing of Ms. Lorion to intervene in this proceedir.g and,

7 based upon the representations of one of her members

8 yesterday, we do not object to the standing of the Center

9 to intervene in this proceeding.

10 JUDGE LAZO: And the Staff has not interposed an

11 objection to this?

12 MS. YOUNG: That is correct.

13 JUDGE LAZO: I am a little bit remiss in not

14 starting at another point.

15 Counsel for Licensee, in a brief discussion with

16 the Licensing Board prior to the hearing, indicated that

17 he wished to make a statement regarding yesterday's

18 proceeding.

19 I guess we should get that on the record first.

20 Mr. Frantz?

21 MR. FRANTZ: Thank you.

22 I believe I may have indicated yesterday that

- 23 the increased enrichment proceeding had nothing to do with

() 24 the spent fuel pool storage amendment proceeding. I would

25 like to correct and clarify that statement.
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1 In actuality, the spent fuel paol expansion

2 proceeding does accommodate the increased enrichment of

3 the fuel. In particular, the region 1 of the spent fuel

4 pool expansion, the region 1 of this spent fuel pool will

5 accommodate 4.5 percent enrichment of the uranium, and the

6 region 2 of the spent fuel pool will accommodate 4.5

7 percent fuel enrichments with the appropriate level of

8 burn-up.

9 All the analyses done in support of the

10 amendment were based on the assumptions of these

11 enrichments.

12 JUDGE LAZO: How are you defining region 1 and 27

13 MR. FRANTZ: Region 1 is basically designed to

() 14 accommodate fuel without burn-up, up to 4.5 percent

15 enrichment. The region 2 is designed to accommodate fuel

16 of that enrichment which has burn-up. It is basically a

17 distinction between those elements with no burn-up and

18 those which do have burn-up.

19 JUDGE LAZO: Are they physically separated by a

20 barrier?

21 MR. FRANTZ: No, but they are in separate racks.

22 JUDGE LEUBKE: It must be part of the

23 administrative control to put the right fuel rods in the

(} 24 right region?

25 MR. FRANTZ: That is correct. And the racks are

i

l
!

!
_ ,_ -.. -. ,_--. . _ , . - _, . . . . . , .
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1 designed physically differently.

2 JUDGE LAZO: Is one region on the perimeter of
.

_
3 the pool and the other in the center or --

4 MR. FRANTZ: They are in physically different-

5 locations, but the racks for the region 1 are adjacent to

6 the racks for region 2.

7 JUDGE LAZO: I see.

8 MR. FRANTZ: I also would like to clarify that

9 the new fuel storage area, which is in a dry configuration,

10 is different from the region 1 area for storage of new

11 fuel in the spent fuel pool. So there are actually three

12 different locations.

13 JUDGE LEUBKE: Then to clarify further, the fuel

() 14 without burn-up is not new fuel?

15 MR. FRANTZ: It can be.

16 JUDGE LEUBKE: But not necessarily?

17 MR. FRANTZ: That is correct.

18 Therefore, we believe that it would be

19 appropriate for Ms. Lorion to attempt to raise, within the

20 proper scope of this spent fuel pool expansion proceeding,

21 issues dealing with the increased enrichment of the fuel

22 and the spent fuel pool.

23 I may have indicated to the contrary yesterday.

24 JUDGE LAZO: All right.{}'

25 Is that helpful?

. . ._ -.. _ __ , .-- ,
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1 MS. LORION: Yes, it is. Thank you.

2 JUDGE LAZO: Having dealt with the question of

3 the standing of the Center for Nuclear Responsibility, let7-
V

4 us go on to -- the Licensee has objected to Petitioners'

5 amended petition on the basis of late filing.

6 Perhaps we should ask Mr. Frantz first if he

7 vould address himself to that issue, please?

8 MR. FRANTZ: Our arguments are stated in our

9 response to the amended petition. We had also discussed

10 these issues yesterday. I have nothing further to add in

11 response to the lateness issue.

12 JUDGE LAZO: And your position essentially is

13 that the. petition should not be accepted as Petitioners

( 14 have not shown good cause for the lateness or for the

15 untimeliness of the filing?

16 MR. FRANTZ: That is correct. Also they have

17 not shown an ability to contribute to a sound record in

18 this proceeding.

19 JUDGE LAZO: Ms. Young, the Staff has balanced

20 the five factors and determined that they weigh in favor

21 of the admission of this amended petition; is that correct?

22 MS. YOUNG: That is correct. They weigh

23 slightly in favor of the late filed petition.

[ )) 24 JUDGE LAZO: In view of the discussion yesterday
%

25 in the No. 2 proceeding, do you have anything further to

,

- ,-_ . - . . . , _ - _ _ . , . . , , _ , _ . . , _ -.,.-._e, . . , _ . , . - _ . _ . _ _ , _ . - _ . , _ , , ___ .__ ._ . _ _ , . - . - _ . . _ , -
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1 add to your written comments on this issue?

2 MS. YOUNG: No, I do not.

3 JUDGE LAZO: Very well. Thank you.

4 Well, the Licensing Board will take this under

5 advisement and consider the written pleadings and the

6 comments which we have heard yesterday and again today.

7 As we noted, Petitioners did file an amended

8 petition on March 7, 1985, which, as required by the

9 Commission's rules of practice, did include a list of

10 proposed contentions which Petitioner wishes to have

11 litigated in this proceeding.

12 Four proposed contentions have been submitted in<

13 this proceeding on increased fuel enrichment.

'() 14 The Licensee has objected to all four of the

15 proposed contentions, basically, on the grounds that they

16 lack specificity and basis.

17 But rather than putting words in counsel's mouth,

18 let me ask Mr. Frantz for the Licensee, would you just

19 briefly go through the four contentions and elucidate on

20 your objections to them, please?

21 MR. FRANTZ: Yes, sir.

22 With respect to contention 1, which deals with

23 the no significant hazards consideration determination by

24 the Staff, a similar contention was raised with respect to{}
| 25 the spent fuel pool expansion proceeding and with respect

i

!

, -- ,-- -. - - . - - -
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1 to the flux reduction proceeding.

2 We have fully briefed this issue in our

3 responses to the amended petition and the initial petition,

O 4 both in this proceeding and in the previous proceedings.

5 In fact, the Board has denied a very similar contention in

6 the flux reduction proceeding.

7 We believe that this contention is similarly

8 infirmed and for the reasons we have expressed previously

9 would move that this contention be rejected.

10 It may be helpful if we go with each contention

11 individually and allow the other parties to respond if

12 they have a response.

JUDGE LAZO: That is a good suggestion.13 -

() *

14 You have nothing further then on proposed

15 contention 17

16 MR. FRANTZ: No, sir.

17 JUDGE LAZO: Ms. Young? We also have your

18 pleading, dated March 21. As in the case of the Licensee,

19 the Staff has objected to the admission of this contention

20 for litigation.

21 Do you have anything further to add to your

22 written comments?

23 MS. YOUNG: Nothing further to add, but just to

f" 24 summarize that under the Sholly amendments, the CommissionV)
,

25 stated in its statements of consideration that any hearing

i

|

!
|

|

|
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1 on the issue of whether an amendment involves significant

2 hazard shall not stay the effective date of the amendment.

3 So under that guidance, the contention should be
O
\~/ 4 rejected.

5 JUDGE LAZO: Ms. Lorion, you have received and

6 read the objections of both of the parties to the

7 proceeding. We would like to provide an opportunity here

8 for any oral argument which you would like to advance in

9 support of the contention.

10 MS. LORION: Okay.

11 I would just like to restate what I said

12 yesterday, that I think the NRC Staff is misinterpreting

13 the intent of the Sholly amendment in that the increase of

) 14 K effective and the increased uranium is definitely a

15 significant safety hazard.

16 I think that this is a first-time sort of thing.

17 It is a significant safety hazard because it increases the

18 chances of criticality which is 1, and 98 is very near to.

19 1. And I think that there should have been a hearing

20 prior to issuance of these amendments.

21 I would state -- the September 5, 1984 document

22 is a letter to Mr. Williams, vice-president of Florida

23 Power & Light Company, from Daniel Mcdonald, Nuclear

24 Regulatory Commission. It includes Amendment No. 109 to}
25 DPR-31 and No. 103 to DPR-41. It is page 3 of the

_

v t , - - - ---r-- 7 %.<e--- - m-- +m- -w e m,-- -g- - -w-em - - - - - - - "
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1 amendment to Turkey Point Unit Nos. 3 and 4.

2 JUDGE LAZO: All right. So now, DPR-31 is unit

3 3?

O 4 MS. LORION: Right.

5 JUDGE LAZO: And unit 4 license is DPR-41.

6 MS. LORION: Right.
'

7 JUDGE LAZO: Both of those amendments were

8 issued by the Staff on September 5. Is that your

4 9 recollection?

10 MS. LORION: That is my reccllection.

! 11 MS. YOUNG: If I may ask for a correction, was

12 Ms. Lorion referring to page 3 of the Staff's safety

13 evaluation accompanying those amendments?,

() 14 MS. LORION: Excuse me. Yes, I was. I am sorry.

15 JUDGE LAZO: Has that been clarified?

16 MS. YOUNG: Yes, thank you.

17 MS. LORION: I just believe that that is enough

18 to put it into a significant hazards category and should

19 require prior public hearing.

20 JUDGE LAZO: Do you have anything further by way

21 of oral argument on proposed contention 17
!
l 22 MS. LORION: No, I don't.

23 JUDGE LAZO: Thank you.

| (} 24 Now, proposed contention 2 relates to the need
I

i 25 for an environmental impact statement. Mr. Frantz, let's

,

- - , - , . -
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1 turn to you first and ask if you have anything in addition

2 to your written argument?

3 MR. FRANTZ: I would just like to summarize our

4 argument with respect to contention 2. Ms. Lorion is

5 contending that the increased enrichment amendment is part

6 of a broad program to reduce flux at the Turkey Point

7 reactor vessel walls. Her only basis for this statement

8 is a letter from FP&L to the NRC, dated March 25, 1983.

9 That letter merely states that the measures

10 taken by FP&L to reduce flux will result in some loss of

11 reactivity in the core. Therefore, FP&L will be

12 increasing its enrichment to recover that loss.

13 At no time has FP&L ever stated that the

() 14 increased enrichment is part 6f a program to reduce flux

15 and, in fact, the increased enrichment will not have the

16 purpose or effect of reducing flux at the reactor vessel

17 walls.,

!

18 Therefore, we feel there is no basis for the

! 19 Petitoners' contention that this amendment is part of a

20 flux reduction program on the part of FP&L.
,

21 Ms. Lorion also alleges that this is a

22 federal program. Again, this is not a federal program.

23 At best you can only characterize it as being an FP&L

[''T 24 program. There is no requirement under NEPA that the.-)1

,

federal agency prepare an EIS for a purely private matter.25
I

!

!
!

- _. - . - - , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - .__, _ _ _ _ _ ___ _ . -,.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ . _ . - _ ___
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1 To the extent that she may be alleging that the'

2 NRC has a program, because they are improving the

3 amendments, it should be noted that there still is no need

' (,

4 for an EIS, programmatic EIS for an overall private

5 program as long as the individual parts have independent

i 6 utility and do not foreclose agency action on subsequent

7 parts of the program.

8 I would like to cite the Duke Power Company,

9 ALAB 651, for that proposition. I believe it has been>

10 clearly settled that that is the relevant law.
,

11 In any case, even if you assume that this is
,

12 part of an FP&L program to reduce flux and this is somehow

13 a federal program, there still is no basis for requiring a

o) 14 programmatic impact statement here. Und'er NEPA, an impactis_

'

15 statement is only required if the action in question is a

16 major federal action which would significantly affect the

17 quality of the human environment.

18 In this case, Ms. Lorion has not provided any

19 basis at all for alleging that the flux reduction of FP&Lj

20 would in any way significantly impact the human

21 environment.

22 Therefore, we believe that this contention is

23 both legally infirm and without any appropriate basis.

(} 24 JUDGE LAZO: I wonder if you might elaborate a

25 little bit on this position that this is a private program.

:

:
, - . , , . - . - _ . _ _ _ _ _ - - _ . , - _ _ _ . . - . _ - _ _ . . . _ __ __ _ .- _ - _.. _ _ . _ . _ . - - - - .
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1 MR. FRANTZ: Under the relevant law, there are

2 two types of possible agency actions: a program proposed

3 by an agency or a program proposed by a private party3

V
4 which has to be licensed by the agency.

5 JUDGE LAZO: Don't they both involve federal

6 action?

7 MR. FRANTZ: They do. But under the relevant

8 law, not all parts of that private program become part of

9 the federal program. Only that part actually being

10 licensed by the Federal Government becomes part of the

11 federal program.

12 In this case the only action licensed, of course,

13 is the enrichment, not the flux reduction program as such.

() 14 As long as the enrichment amendment itself has ind'ependent

15 utility and would not foreclose further agency action,

16 there is no basis for requiring a programmatic impact

17 statement with respect to the enrichment.

18 JUDGE LAZO: All right. We understand your

19 position.

20 JUDGE LEUBKE: Just for clarification, are you

21 saying that if the question of embrittlement of the

22 reactor vessel had never come up and flux reduction had

23 never come up, you might be using enriched fuel anyhow?

() 24 MR. FRANTZ: That is a distinct possibility. I

25 believe our St. Lucie plants have gone to increased
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1 enrichment. The increased enrichment provides for greater

2 flexibility in operation. It is distinctly possible that

3 the company would have gone forward with this amendment in7_
'~# 4 any case.

5 JUDGE LEUBKE: They are doing it for other

6 reasons?

7 ME. FRANTZ: That is possible. I don't know

8 when the company would have submitted this amendment had

9 it not been for the reduction in the reactivity caused by

10 the flux reduction program. But it is very possible the

11 company eventually would have come in with this type of an

12 amendment in any case, only the timing would have been

13 different.
- - -

(m) '

, .

_
14 JUDGE LAZO: When you say " greater flexibility,"

15 are you -- maybe you better tell us what you are talking

16 about? Does this include, for example, lengthening the

17 refueling time?

18 MR. FRANTZ: That is a distinct possibility,

19 yes, sir. I believe that may be one of the primary

20 benefits of going to an increased enrichment.

21 JUDGE LAZO: Ms. Young, the Staff has also

22 objected to Petitioners' proposed contention No. 2.

23 MS. YOUNG: That is correct. The position of

O
( n 24 the Staff has been that -- it can basically be summarizedwJ

25 as that the amendments in question in this proceeding

,

- - ., - - - - . _ , - - . , - - . , - , , - - ~ . , . - - - - --, -- - - - , - ,,,- - , - .-
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1 cannot be fairly construed as part of a broad federal

2 program to reduce flux, and that Petitioners have not*

- 3 provided any basis for or even asserted that the

'#~ -4 amendments will significantly affect the environment nor

5 have they provided any basis for their assertion that an

6 EIS should be prepared in this case.

7 They have also not provided any basis for the

8 conclusion that the findings of the Staff's amendments

9 regarding whether the amendments fit the categorical

10 exclusion of 10 CFR 51.22, paragraph C, paragraph 9, that

11 no environmental impact statement or assessment need be

12 prepared in connection with these amendments.

13 So for these reasons, the contention is not

() 14 supported by a sufficient basis under 10 CFR 2.714..

15 JUDGE LEUBKE: May I ask, when you are thinking

16 of sufficient basis, would it require some numerical

17 evaluation in the statement?

18 MS. YOUNG: No. What the Staff is looking for

19 is some statement from the Intervenors that explains that

20 the environment would be significantly affected by the

21 amendments. As the Petitioners' present petition is

22 drafted, that statement does not come through.

23 JUDGE LEUBKE: But as I listened to you, when

() 24 you use the word "significant," it always means to me

25 numbers.

L
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1 MS. YOUNG: Not being an engineer myself, I

2 can't -- that is -- that was not my intent.

3 JUDGE LEUBKE: You don't want to be that

O
4 specific?

5 MS. YOUNG: No. Lawyers use more qualitative

6 terms, not quantitative.

7 In terms of her petition, I guess one could

8 fairly say that every action has some environmental effect.

9 But under the National Environmental Policy.Act, the

10 question is whether it is a significant environmental

11 impact. The petition does not present that, the basis for

12 that assertion.

13 JUDGE LAZO: Ms. Lorion, they are both against

) 14 you on this one.

15 MS. LORION: I am up on this one. I would like

16 to give you reasons why I think not only today's

17 proceeding but yesterday's proceeding and Tuesday's

18 proceeding all belong together: because they are part of

19 one industry and government program to resolve the problem

20 of pressurized thermal shock which is affecting not only

21 Turkey Point but at least eight other nuclear reactors.

22 I would start with an August 21, 1981, 50.54F

23 letter to Robert Uhrig, Vice-president, Florida Power &

() 24 Light, from Darrell G. Eisenhut, Director of the Division

25 of Licensing of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, in which they
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.

1 state that fracture toughness of -- some fracture

2 toughness for some reactor pressure vessels are

3 approaching levels of concern and go on to ask Florida. ,

\# 4 Power & Light what they plan to do about the problem.

5 Then in November of 1983, the NRC issued their

6 pressurized thermal shock program or, excuse me, PTS

7 report in which they outlined steps that could be taken to

8 resolve the problem, including redesigning the fuel core
,

9 and what the results of that might be, which could be

10 derating if you didn't increase and enrich the uranium in

11 the fuel core.

12 I would then like to go on to the letter which I

13 quoted in my petition, which is a March 25, 1983, letter
- -(m .

(,) 14 to Mr. Steven Varga, Chief Operating Reactor's Branch One,
i

15 Division of Licensing, from Robert E. Uhrig of Florida

16 Power & Light Company, attachment A, part 5, "Near-term

17 Flux Reduction Plan."

18 Toward the end of part 5, Florida Power & Light

19 states in this report that increases in the F-sub-0 and

20 F-delta-H, which we talked about on Tuesday, are expectant.;

| 21 And in addition, compared to designs without these changes,

22 core reactivity is lost in future cycles. This will b3

23 recovered by increasing the amount of uranium 235 loaded

{} 24 in th.e core.
25 It then on the very next page goes on to say

1
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l that not only with these amendments but only near term

2 approvals of the following, including enrichment limit on

- 3 fuel storage.
v

4 So I just think that clearly shows that although

5 they may be using the enriched uranium so that they can

6 get fuel economy and not have to derate the plant such as

7 they have done at Robinson in South Carolina, that it is

8 indeed part of the same program, the vessel flux reduction

91 program, and also the spent fuel expansion yesterday which

10 also includes storing the fuel with enriched uranium.

11 Maybe because I am a lay person, in common sense

12 terms, I think that these things all fit together. I

13 demand an environmental impact statement because this is
,

() 14 an untested and unproven technology they are using on

15 Turkey Point. We happen to live here. We think there

16 should be an EIS done not only on what is happening here

17 but on the entire program that the NRC is incrementally
.

18 implementing.

19 That is it.

20 JUDGE LAZO: Ms. Lorion, are there other

21 proposed amendment applications waiting in the wings that

22 may come along here that would be part and parcel of what

23 you are alleging is one large program?

() 24 MS. LORION: I saw an amendment a couple days

25 ago at the library which I don't understand and which I
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1 didn't take with me, but I plan to give that to one of my

2 experts because I happen to think that that also is

3 involved with this program.
'

4 As a result, he may say that it is not part of

5 it, but many of these things are a result of it and

6 resulting from it.

7 JUDGE LAZO: You say an amendment?

8 MS. LORION: It is a request for an amendment.

9 JUDGE LAZO: It is an application for another

10 amendment?

11 MS. LORION: Yes, it is.

12 MS. YOUNG: May I ask for a clarification from

13 Ms. Lorion, what she means by " unproven technology"
-rs

i) 14 involved with this?s

15 MS. LORION: Yes. The pressure vessel

16 embrittlement problem is a relatively new one, although in

17 Europe some of the plants are trying to resolve the

18 problem by doing what Florida Power & Light did, which was

19 to place dummy rods around the outside of the core.

20 They have in all cases that I have read derated

| 21 plants because of the loss of reactivity and haven't asked

22 to lower the safety margin such as Florida power and Light

23 did in their F-sub-Q and F-delta-H submittal.

| () 24 So I think that running a plant at full power,

25 with these dummy fuel rods around the core and increasing

|

|

|

|

|
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1 the heat in the center and increasing the enriched uranium

2' are all an unproven and untested technology which is being

3 experimented with here for the first time anywhere.

4 I might just add, it is because Florida Power &

5 Light has the most embrittled reactor vessels in'the

'6 United States, except for the Robinson plant which has

7 been derated as far as I know.

P JUDGE LAZO: Perhaps we should ask Licensee's

9 counsel if he wants an opportunity to respond?

10 MR. FRANTZ: Yes. I won't attempt to rebut each

11 of the misstatements by Ms. Lorion. I don't want to turn

12 this into some type of factual hearing. I would merely

13 note that Ms. Lorion has ignored many of the steps that

( 14 have been taken by the Licensee and the reviews by the NRC

15 which indicate that reactor vessel pressurized thermal

16 shock is not a problem at Turkey Point, that we can

17 operate well into the next century or into the next

18 century, at least, without any concerns.

19 Again, I would like to reiterate that the

20 increased enrichment amendment does not have either the

21 purpose or effect of reducing flux. It merely

22 accommodates some loss of reactivity caused by other

23 measures to reduce flux.

() 24 JUDGE COLE: Isn't that then associated with it?

25 MR. FRANTZ: To a degree, it may be associated
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1 with it. But again, it is not part of the program. It is

2 a consequence of the program, at best. We believe this

3 amendment has utility and would not foreclose other agencyes
( )

4 action.

5 Therefore, under the NEPA law there is no reason

6 to prepare a programmatic -- she has not provided any

7 basis for alleging that this program would cause any

8 significant environmental impact.

9 Even assuming all these other allegations are

10 correct, that this is part of a broad federal program,

11 there is still no reason to prepare an environmental

12 impact statement. She has not provided any basis for

13 alleging that this would effect the environment

bs- 14 significantly.

15 MS. LORION: Redesigning the fuel core and

16 pushing the core closer together increases the heat and,

17 according to my experts, the chances of an overheating

18 accident which would release radiation to the environment

19 increasing the -- the uranium enrichment and increasing

20 the K effective to .98. According to another of my

21 experts, he says that that is much too close to the

22 criticality level of 1 and that that is reducing safety

23 margins.

() 24 So I definitely don't agree with that, because

25 he says that a criticality accident could happen which
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1 would release all of the radioactivity in<the spent fuel

2 pool, which I think would have a significant effect on the

3 environment. Also, he hasn't considered looking at
7-)3\_

4 alternatives to the actions which would be derating the
.

5 plant which would cause less fuel to be stored in it,

6 which would cause it not to have to -- them not to have to

7 increase the uranium.

8 They haven't looked at those alternatives.

9 Instead they have chosen to lower safety.

10 MR. FRANTZ: First of all, I may add that

11 Ms. Lorion has not alleged previously or contended

12 previously that we need to consider alternatives for this.

13 This is a new contention. If she wishes to raise that
(O'w) 14 issue, she should do that in accordance with 2.714(a).'

15 MS. LORION: It was in my petition yesterday.

16 JUDGE LEUBKE: Mr. Frantz, I seem to recall in

17 my reading that there are some bases for considering the

18 embrittlement problem as being less serious these days as

19 it was a year or two ago. Does this begin to get into the

20 merits or does this pertain to your point of view as to

l 21 this contention, whether it is --

22 MR. FRANTZ: To the extent that Ms. Lorion is

23 attempting to raise the pressurized thermal shock issue,

() 24 that is outside the scope of this proceeding. The Board

25 has ruled with respect to the flux reduction amendment.
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1 JUDGE LEUBKE: That would be more on legal

2 grounds than on technical grounds.

3 MR. FRANTZ: That is correct. We would like tos
'

4 point out, we don't want to leave the Board with the

5 misimpression that somehow pressurized thermal shock is a

6 concern to Turkey Point. The company has taken measures

7 to protect against that.

8 The NRC has reviewed those measures and has

9 accepted those measures. We believe there is no concern
4

10 with respect to pressurized thermal shock.

11 MS. LORION: What we are talking about is the

12 flux reduction program. My expert, initially Robert B.

13 Pollard of the Union of Concerned Scientists, said that

O
't / 14 their program to deal with the problem may be even more

15 dangerous than the problem itself.

16 So I think that is something we have to consider
*

17 is the program, not just the problem. What we are talking

18 about with this uranium enrichment and the fuel core

19 redesign is the program and the dangers of that program.

20 JUDGE LAZO: Well, we have heard more on this

21 issue in the last couple days than we did when we first

22 ruled on the vessel flux reduction case regarding the

23 preparation of an impact statement. We will want to

() 24 reconsider that matter and think about it. They say1

25 consistency is the hobgoblin of small minds.

[
_
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1 MS. YOUNG: May I also add a small point here?

2 As I listened to Ms. Lorion's remarks, I am a little

- 3 confused about what issues she is trying to raise within

4 the scope of this proceeding.

5 When I asked earlier for a clarification on what

6 she meant by unproven technology, she referred to the new

7 design of the fuel core.

8 Petitioners in this proceeding did not intervene

9 on those amendments, and to try to interject the safety of

10 the fuel design in this increased enrichment proceeding I

11 would contend is outside the scope of the issues that were

12 authorized by the amendments in issue.

13 MS. LORION: May I answer that?

14 JUDGE LAZO: Please.

15 MS. LORION: In my understanding, because there

16 was an amendment which asked to enrich the uranium,

17 because I would have intervened, the only one I found was

18 the spent fuel pool one. My understanding is that by even

19 putting enriched uranium in the fuel core that you are

20 increasing the chances of an accident, because it is very
I

21 much part and parcel of keeping the configuration of the

22 core and the parameters safe. So there never was an.

23 amendment request on that one.

() 24 I always wondered why there wasn't. So somehow

25 I would like to fit that in here, because I think that

|

|

|

|
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1 they are all part and parcel of the same thing.

2 MS. YOUNG: I hate to talk directly to

3 Ms. Lorion. I don't understand. You mean there wasn't an-)
J

4 amendment request?

5 MS. LORION: I never saw an amendment request to

6 increase the amount of uranium from whatever the amounts

7 are -- I don't have it offhand -- you are putting in the

8 fuel pool. I never saw a request to use more enriched

9 uranium at Turkey Point, an amendment request, not having

10 -to do with the spent fuel pool storage.

11 MS. YOUNG: The purpose of the amendments that

12 Petitioners have addressed in their petition is use of
'

13- increased enrichment in both the reactor and storage in

14 the fuel pool.

15 JUDGE LAZO: So that is this amendment, this

16 proceeding?

17 MS. YOUNG: Yes.

18 JUDGE LAZO: While we are on that point,

19 Petitioner has referred to a pending application for

20 another amendment which.she has noticed in the local

21 public document room.

22 Is there anything you can tell us about that?

23 MR. FRANTZ: I am not sure to what she is

() 24 referring. I am not aware of any amendment that is

25 pending that deals with flux reduction.

.
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1 MS. LORION: I didn't bring that amendment with

2 me. I don't even have the title of it. I didn't

}
3 understand the concept of it, but I felt that somehow

4 because it had to do with fuel core that it had something

5 to do -- it was rather recent. I will be happy to send it

6 to the Board and the parties with a notice.

7 JUDGE LAZO: We can assume, can we, Mr. Frantz,

8 or Ms. Young, that the amendment that we are talking about

9 has not yet been -- or the application for an amendment

10 has not been noticed for an opportunity for hearing?

11 MS. YOUNG: I hate to state definitively with

12 regard to this matter at all. I am not aware of what she
.

13 is tryihg to refer to. Maybe she could indicate to the

O 14 parties by letter later. I don't want to talk in nebulous

15 terms.

16 JUDGE LAZO: Let's drop it.

17 Ms. Lorion has indicated that she will advise

18 the Board and the parties regarding the amendment to which

19 she has referred.

20 Do we have anything more then on proposed

21 contention No. 2?
t

22 Ms. Lorion, have you completed your oral
i

23 argument?

)'

24 MS. LORION: Yes, I have.

25 JUDGE LAZO: Very well then.

.

I

L
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1 Proposed contention No. 3 refers to increase in

2 the chances of the criticality accident.

3 Mr. Frantz, let's ask the Licensee first to-

'~#
4 address this proposed contention?

5 MR. FRANTZ: This contention has two bases. The

6 first basis is that the K effective for the spent fuel

7 pool is .95, and Ms. Lorion alleges that that will leave

8 no margin of safety.

9 We fail to understand that contention completely.

10 Obviously criticality does not occur until K effective

11 reaches 1.0. Therefore, by maintaining a design basis

12 limit of .95, obviously we have some margin of safety

13 between our design basis limit and the 1.0 needed for

O)(. 14 ' criticality, so there is a very large margin of safety

15 associated with this.
4

i 16 Additionallf, I might add that we are not

17 increasing the K effective for the spent fuel pool. The K

18 effective or the design basis is maintained at .95. There

; 19 is no change.
!

20 Therefore, our design basis limit is not

i 21 increasing, and we aren't, therefore, increasing the

'- 22 chances of a criticality accident.

23 I also might add that --
;

() 24 JUDGE LAZO: Let me get that straight.

25 As far as the spent fuel pool is concerned, K

i

|

!

i

c
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1 effective will remain .95?

2 MR. FRANTZ: That is correct.

3 JUDGE LAZO: Then the .98 is what?{}.
4 MR. FRANTZ: That refers to the new fuel storage

5 area. As I mentioned earlier, the spent fuel storage area

6 has two regions, one for fuel burn-up and one with no fuel

'

7 burn-up. In addition to those two regions, there in what

8 is called a new fuel storage area that is totally separate

9 from the spent fuel area.

10 The new fuel storage area has no water in it,

11 It is in a dry configuration. It should be distinguished

12 from region 1 and region 2 of the spent fuel pool. It is
~

_
13 only with respect to the new fuel storage area, the one

,

\- 14 with the d'ry configuration, that the .98 K effective is

15 applicable.

16 And that is, the .98 is for the abnormal

17 conditions and not for conditions expected during storage.

18 JUDGE COLE: Mr. Frantz, on page 11 of your

19 response, you refer to the 0.98 for K effective under

20 conditions of optimum moderation.

21 What do you mean by " optimum moderation"?

! 22 MR. FRANTZ: Prior to our application, it is my

23 understanding that the Staff had never before identified a,

() 24 condition of optimum moderation for a dry configuration of

25 being fog or foam or some type of froth. It is our
!

i
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1 understanding that this fog or foam increases the K

2 effective beyond what either a totally dry configuration

p 3- or --

V
4 JUDGE COLE: No saturated condition is

5 considered? No submerged condition is considered? *

6 JUDGE LEUBKE: Yes, it is.

7 MR. FRANTZ: Yes. Going to the new fuel storage

8 area, as distinct from the spent fuel pool storage areas,

9 we have two limits for the new fuel storage. The one

10 limit is a .95 limit. That applies to a fully flooded

11 condition. In other words, new fuel stored in water.

12 The .98 K effective applies to this foam or froth or

13 fog which the NRC Staff has identified as a condition of

O'
_

14 optimum moderation. That minimum is a .98.

15 Prior to this amendment, the Staff had not

16 identified that condition as being the condition of

17 optimum moderation. So the Staff imposed a new limit on

18 us for this amendment of a .98 K effective for this

| 19 condition of foam or fog.

20 JUDGE COLE: I guess my confusion was that I was
i

21 maybe thinking that the worst condition would be under a

22 nonborated water condition.

| 23 MR. FRANTZ: That was my first reaction. From
!

f() 24 my understanding, the Staff has identified the fog as

25 being the worst case.

!
i
i

!

I

L.
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1 JUDGE COLE: Okay. Thank you.

2 MR. FRANTZ: I might add that both the .95 and,

~

3 .98 are design basis limits. The actual K effective for
x

4 the new fuel storage area is only expected to be .925,

5 which is well below our design basis limits.

6 Going back again to the spent fuel pool area, as

7 I said, we aren't changing the K effective there. The

8 design basis limit is still .95. This has been a

9 longstanding limit for Turkey Point, and it is also a

10 longstanding accepted NRC K effective limit.

11 Ms. Lorion has not provided any basis for

12 challenging that limit or for alleging that that limit is

13 insufficient to prevent criticality.

O\- 14 Going back then to the new fuel storage area, as

15 I said, we have not changed our K effective for the fully

16 flooded conditions. That remains at .95. The Staff has

17 added an additional condition of .98 for the optimum

18 moderation, which is the fog or the foam.

19 I might also add that this .98 has been used in

20 the Staff's standard review plan for some time as a proper

21 limit for conditions of optimum moderation. I will refer

22 the Board specifically to the standard review plan,

23 section 9.1.1.
m
's_,) 24 Ms. Lorion has not provided any basis for

25 claiming that that limit for conditions of optimum

'
,

4

4
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1 moderation for the new fuel storage area is insufficient

2 to prevent criticality.

3 Therefore, we feel that this contention has no7s

4 basis whatsoever.
* s

*' 5 JUDGE LEUBKE: May I ask, this .925 you
w:.

'

6 mentioned, is that sort of an internal specification in
,

7 your operation as distinguished from the one that is in

8 the regulations of .95 and .987

9 MR. FRANTZ: The .95 and .98 are design basis

10 limits. When we'actually performed an analysis to

11 determine'the actual K effective for the new fuel, the

12 results of..that calculation were .925. So we were within7
"

13 our design basis limits. -

(')(_/ 14 JUDGE LEUBKE: And they indeed' represent the*

15 operating condition as --

16 11R . FRANTZ: As I understand, the .925 was

17 calculated for conditions of optimum moderation.
'

18 JUDGE LEUBKE: Which'is not an operating

19 condition?

20 MR. FRANTZ: That is correct.

21 JUDGE LEUBKE: So an operating condition would

22 even be less than .925?

23 MR. - FRANTZ: That is correct.

() 24 MS. YOUNG: On page 6 of the Staff's evaluation,

25 this material is summarized, and it basically states that

._ _. .. - _ _ _ - _ - . _ .
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1 the Licensee's analysis showed that the indicated peak

2 reactivity value is approximately 0.925 for both the worst

3 case low density moderation and fully flooded conditions.

O~
4 JUDGE LEUBKE: Neither one of those are

5 operating conditions? In other words, those are very

6 unusual conditions?

7 JUDGE COLE: Ms. Young, where did you say that

8 was summarized?

9 MS. YOUNG: Page 6 of the Staff's safety

10 evaluation.

11 MR. FRANTZ: Just to clarify, you are absolutely

12 correct. The normal condition is dry storage and the .925

13 is either for optimum moderation or fully flooded

() 14 conditions.

15 JUDGE LAZO: Does that complete your argument?

16 MR. FRANTZ: Yes, sir.

17 JUDGE LAZO: Ms. Young, proposed contention 3?

18 Do you have anything to add to your written

19 pleading?

20 MS. YOUNG: No, nothing to add, but as a quick

21 summary, I join the comments by Licensee's counsel that we

22 are not increasing the K effective for fresh fuel but are

23 adding an additional K effective for recently or newly

() 24 identified, postdating the issuance of the initial Turkey

- 25 Point technical specification and the unlikely conditions
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1 of optimum moderation. And that K effective is 0.98.

I 2 JUDGE LAZO: Therefore, the Staff supports the

3 admission of this proposed contention?

O
.. 4 MS. YOUNG: Supports the admission of the

5 contention to the extent that the Staff is reading the

6 Petitioners as alleging that the two K effective values
'

7 authorized by the amendments are inadequate.

8 Maybe Ms. Lorion today is not suggesting that,

9 or wants to change the inference that I got from the

10 petition?

11 MS. LORION: No.

12 JUDGE LAZO: Let's ask Ms. Lorion.
.

13 MS. LORION: What I was trying to say is, I

(G_) 14 don't think that using the increased uranium fuel, they

15 are even going to stay within those limits. And I also

16 think not only in this hearing but the previous two

17 hearings that what is happening within the nuclear

18 industry is that because they can no longer meet safety

19 margins and safety standards, they keep pushing them up

20 and reducing the margin of error.

21 For instance, a few years back K effective was

22 .90. Now it is .95. Now we see we look at a new

23 condition that could happen, so we are going to allow that

() 24 one to be .98. Well, Gordon Edwards, who was helping me

25 initially on these contentions as a mathematician, seems
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1 to think that that is greatly increasing your chances of

2 an accident mathematically, and that it is just a little

3 bit too close for comfort what is happening here .

O 4 So I would just stand behind my contention

5 that, first of all, I don't think that there is a

6 certainty they will stay within the .95 in the spent fuel

7 pool with using the increased uranium fuel, and that the .98

8 for the fresh fuel under the optimum conditions is not

9 safe, is unsafe, and that a criticality accident could

10 happen that could cause all of the radioactivity within

11 the pool or the fresh storage area to be released to the

12 environment.
.

13 JUDGE LEUBKE: If I listen to you correctly, you

14 are challenging the Staff regulation numbers of .95 and .98

15 as having crept up from .90 over a period of time?

16 MS. LORION: I guess I am doing that. But I am

17 also saying that I don't even think they are going to stay

18 within those limits. I don't think they are going to even

19 meet those requirements.

20 JUDGE LEUBKE: T1.ere is a chance that they could

21 exceed.
.

22 MR. FRANTZ: To the extent Ms. Lorion is

23 alleging that we aren't going to be meeting those limits,

() 24 she has provided no basis.

25 MS. LORION: I didn't think I was to do that at

-

.

, --m--- _- , ,,,__4-.y-,. ,m ,
- - - - ,- , _ _ _ - . _ 9 a.wy-- , ,2r,,,- w-g -
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1 a prehearing conference.

2 MS. YOUNG: If I may ask you one more
.

3 clarification, is Ms. Lorion alleging that .95 is
'

4 inadequate acceptance criteria?

5 MS. LORION: I understand what you are saying.

6 I am saying that, yes, I think the safety margins are

7 becoming a little bit too decreased. However, I am not

8 going to, because I know you can throw that out, challenge

9 your regulations.

10 I am saying you are not staying within your

11 regulations. You will not stay within the regulations.

12 MS. YOUNG: Let me explain, as I did in my

13 pleading. The Staff acceptance criteria are not

() 14 regulations. So to challenge those criteria, you are not

15 challenging the regulations.

16 Staff acceptance criteria is guidance for a

17 utility to meet the regulations. Utilities are always

18 free to show that there are other means for them to meet

19 Staff requirements which are set forth in the regulations.

20 MS. LORION: May I ask a question?

| 21 JUDGE LAZO: Have you finished? '

22 MS. YOUNG: I was just trying to understand

23 whether she is doing one of two things. Either she is

() 24 challenging both the adequacy of .95 and .98, or she is

25 chhllenging the adequacy of .98 only and alleging that the
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1 amendments as authorized would not meet the .95.

2 MS. LORION: That is what I am saying. But I

, - 3 have a question, because I just honestly don't know this.
.

V
4 Is not meeting the requirements of or -- excuse me. Is

5 challenging a standard review plan requirement challenging

6 the regulations?

7 JUDGE LAZO: Challenging the review plan.

4 - 8 MS. LORION: Like saying they are, quoting the

9 standard review plan, if you say that that limit is too

10 high, is that challenging NRC regulations?

11 JUDGE LAZO: It would not appear to be.

12 MS. LORION: Then I challenge.it.

13 JUDGE LEUBKE: In view of all this conversation,

14 I might suggest that the basic statement of the contention,

15 consideration might be given to rewriting it.

16 MS. LORION: Thank you. I will.

17 MR. FRANTZ: If I may add one thing, if she is

18 challenging the sufficiency of a .95 K effective limit for

19 the spent fuel pool or the .95 K effective for conditions

20 of fully flooded new fuel storage, we believe that both of

21 those contentions are outside the scope of this proceeding.

22 Those limits have not changed as a result of

23 this amendment. They have been imposed previously on

f>) 24 Turkey Point. Because they aren't being affected by this
1

25 amendment, she may not challenge those limits for us.
:

._ - , . _ . - - . _ - - - . . _ . . .-. . . - . _. . , - . _ . . . - ,--
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1 JUDGE LAZO: The argument is that they are

2 outside the scope of the proceeding?
'

_
3 MR. FRANTZ: That is right. .Je aren't changing

%- - 4 our design basis limits.

5 MS. LORION: But they are changing the type of

6 fuel they are loading into the spent fuel pool.

7 JUDGE LAZO: Anything further on proposed

8 contention 37

9 MS. YOUNG: Nothing for the Staff.

10 MS. LORION: May I just make one more point?

11 In the matter of Consumers Power Company, Big

12 Rock Point Plant, Docket No. 50-155 with the spent fuel

13 pool amendment -- this was an initial decisien on neutron -

() 14 multiplication factor -- a Dr. Kim, who testified for

15 Consumers Power, agreed with the authors of a study that

16 the intervenors had cited that differences between

17 different computer codes and methodologies can be

18 significant at low water densities.

19 I just wanted to say that I think there is
>

20 room for a mathematician to come in here and challenge the

21 adequacy of those numbers and figures within this

22 contention. I think that that is a good basis for the

23 contention.

)
(Board conferring.)24

25 JUDGE LAZO: I would like to ask counsel for
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1 Licensee to address proposed contention 4.

2 MR. FRANTZ: Thank you.
,

3 The Licensee finds proposed contention 4 to be

O 4 very vague and unspecific and lacking in basis.

5 First of all, Ms. Lorion appears to allege that

6 the increase in the enrichment will lead to increases in

7 releases of radioactivity, but there is no basis for that

8 provided in her contention.

9 In fact, as the Staff notes in its safety

10 evaluation on page 4, radioactivity releases are dependent

11 upon the burn-up and not upon enrichment.

12 Ms. Lorion also alleges that the increase in

13 enrichment ~wi11 increase the probability of a criticality
,

g)g 14 accident. As we discussed with respect to contention 3,

15 there is no basis for such an allegation.

16 We aren't changing our design basis limits for

17 the spent fuel pool or for the new fuel storage area under

18 conditions of fully flooded fuel. In any case, she has

19 not provided any allegation why a .98 K effective for

20 optimum moderation of new fuel is insufficient to prevent

21 the criticality.

22 Also Ms. Lorion refers to several citations to

23 the NRC regulations and other statutes, and most of these

!(} 24 regulations and statutes simply are not applicable.

25 For example, she says that we haven't met the

i

. -. - _ -
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1 limits for releases in part 51 and NEPA. Neither part 51

2 nor NEPA contain any limitations upon radioactive releases.
'

3 She also alleges we haven't met the releases in
p
\- 4 FWPA. I assume she means the Federal Water and Pollution

5 Control Act, but the NRC has no authority or

6 responsibility for enforcing the Federal Water and

7 Pollution Control Act. That citation is simply

8 inapplicable and outside the scope of this proceeding.

9 To the extent she is alleging that parts 50 and

10 20 apply to accidental releases, those references are

11. inappropriate. Parts.50 and 20 only apply to normal releases

12 and not to external releases.

13 We may add, to summarize, that Ms. Lorion has

( ) 14 provided no basis whatsoever for alleging that the normal

15 releases or limitations on normal releases in parts 50 and

16 20 will be exceeded or that the limitations on accidental

17 releases in part 100 will be exceeded.

18 Therefore, we propose that the contention be

19 rejected.

20 JUDGE LAZO: Ms. Young, what is the Staff's

21 position?

22 MS. YOUNG: To summarize briefly, the Staff also
1-

| 23 believes that the references to the Federal Water and
i

'

(~N 24 Pollution Control Act, NEPA and part 51 are inappropriate.
\)

25 But the contention, as stated, minimally satisfies the

.
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|

1 requirements of 10 CFR 2.714 by alleging that storage of

2 fuel with increased enrichment under normal and abnormal

3 conditions will result in releases both'on site and off
O' . 4 site in excess of parts 20 and 50 amendment and will not

5 meet GDC 50 and 61.

6 JUDGE LAZO: Ms. Lorion?

7 MS. LORION: Yes. I would like to start by

8 saying the FP&L SER and spent fuel expansion and other

9 documents have shown increased amounts of radioactive

10 iodine in the spent fuel pool, and also Krypton 85; and

11 that especially the enrichment of the uranium stored as

12 fresh fuel is, I think, a hazard.
.

13 I would point to the review and evaluation of

'( ) 14 spent fuel pool expansion potential hazards consideration

15 SAI, Report No. SAI 84221 WA, revision 1, July 29, 1983.

16 On page 23, this is talking about accidents considered:

17 "In the usual types of accidents considered, the potential

18 consequences' are greatest when the damage involves freshly

19 discharged spent fuel." And they talk about the iodine

20 and Krypton 85 and the gap in the possibility of these

21 being released.

22 So I think that the fresh fuel with the uranium

23 enrichment which will be allowed in accident or optimum

24 conditions to be stored at .98 is a significant hazard to
_

25 the public in that the noble gases and fission products

,

L
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1 will be increased and could be released to the environment

2 in an accident, especially added upon the increased

3 amounts of Krypton 85 and iodine 131 already present at
G
k/ 4 Turkey Point.

5 JUDGE LEUBKE: Would it be correct to read that

6 contention 4 is sort of an elaboration of contention 37

7 MS. LORION: I think that they do go together,

8 yes. I think they could all be part of why I would like

9 to see an environmental impact statement done on this, if

10 you are looking at the abnormal condition of optimum

11 moderation and you are planning to put a .98 K effective

12 on it and you are noticing that Turkey Point is the first
.

13 plant that they have been required to do this for, that it

() '14 said that it hadn't been identified for any plant up to

15 Turkey Point.

16 JUDGE COLE: Ms. Lorion, are you confusing fresh

17 fuel with freshly discharged spent fue)?

18 MS. LORION: I might be.

19 JUDGE COLE: I think there is a good possibility

20 of that.

21 MS. YOUNG: Let me also clarify a

22 misunderstanding Ms. Lorion has. When the Staff stated in

23 its safety evaluation that the conditions of optimum

(J~}
24 moderation had not been previously identified, it was to

25 explain that before the issuance of the existing tech
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1 specs which preceded these amendments, those conditions

2 had not been identified by the Staff. That occurred
.

3 sometime around 1977.3

4 So Turkey Point is not the first plant to have

5 this new added K effective. But the timing of the Turkey
'

6 Point initial tech specs predated the identification of

7 optimum moderation conditions.

8 MR. FRANTZ: To add to her statement, the .98 is

9 specified in the standard review plan 9.1.1 as being an

10 acceptable level for optimum moderation. That plan has

11 been in existence for several years now. 9.1.1 is the

12 standard review plan..

13 MS. YOUNG: As further clarific.ation, any rgrack
'

14 which postdated the time in 1977 had the additional K

15 effective added.

16 JUDGE LAZO: Since 1977?

17 MS. YOUNG: Yes.

18 MS. LORION: I don't understand then the quote

19 on page 3 of the safety evaluation. Could you explain

20 that to me?

21 MS. YOUNG: The first sentence?

22 MS. LORION: No, the abnormal conditions.

23 MS. YOUNG: The first sentence on this second

() 24 full paragraph of section 4 states, "The abnormal'

25 condition of optimum moderation (i.e. fog, mist or foam)
,

- . .
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1 had not been identified for any plant prior to the

2 issuance of the existing Turkey Point technical

3 specifications relating to the storage of new fuel."

4 So the timing or the criticality time is the

5 issuance of the old technical specifications, not the

6 issuance of these amendments.

7 MS. LORION: Okay.

8 JUDGE LAZO: Anything further on proposed

9 contention 4?

10 MR. FRANTZ: No, sir.

11 MS. YOUNG: Nothing from the Staff.

12 JUDGE LAZO: Ms. Lorion?.
,

13 MS. LORION: Nothing.
,

(m) 14 JUDGE LAZO: We will take a 15-minute recess at
,

15 this time.

16 (Recess.)

,

17 JUDGE LAZO: Would the prehearing conference

18 come to order, please.

19 It appears to the Licensing Board that we have

20 accomplished just about all we can today in this

21 proceeding.

22 MS. LORION: Just one more point.

23 JUDGE LAZO: Let me just complete the comment to

24 say that what we plan to do is to return to our offices in. j
25 Washington and to consider the pleadings, what we have

4

--- ,- ,- .7wn,-.- - - ----..- - - - - - , - ,.
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1 heard today by way of oral argument, and to issue an order

2 in this proceeding ruling on the contentions which have

3 been advanced.
f
4' 4 That will determine whether or not there will be

5 a hearing in this case and, in the event that contentions

6 are admitted, would start the period for discovery.

7 In the event that we should rule that no

8 contentions are admitted, that would start the period for

9 appeal.

10 Ms. Lorion, you indicated that you have

11 something in addition you wanted to add?

12 ME. LORION: I had just raised a point earlier

13 that in the Federal Register notice it was my
sm
( ,) 14 understanding that it was for using the increased enriched

15 uranium in the spent fuel storage. I only notice one line

16 in the notice which says that the tech specs will delete

17 the present enrichment restriction of 3.5 weight percent

18 uranium.

19 I didn't take that au being in the reactor core

20 itself.

| 21 I would like Mr. Mcdonald to clarify if this

22 amendment also applies to putting the enriched uranium in

23 the reactor core and not just to the fuel storage.

/~'i 24 JUDGE LAZO: Okay. I thought that was clear.
V

j 25 MS. LORION: I don't think it is.
,

|

!

|
|

|

- - . - - - . .. .- -- - - .-.
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1 JUDGE LAZO: You have got another chance to

2 appear in the transcript. Your supervisor will know where

3 you have been the last few days.._

4 MR. MC DONALD: As Ms. Lorion indicated,-there'-

5 was the notice in the Federal Register, the statement

6 about the deletion of the 3.5 weight percent in the

7 proposed amendment.

8 In addition, our safety evaluation supporting

9 the amendments, dated September 5, 1984, on the

10 introduction we indicated the amendments will also delete

11 the reactor core U235 enrichment specification.

12 And on page.7 of our safety evaluation and our

13 final no significant hazards determination, we indicated

() 14 that the fuel enrichment is not a d'irect input to the
15 reactor safety analysis.

16 " Fuel enrichment is used in conjunction with a

17 number of parameters and considerations in determining

18 safe operation of the reactor core. The fuel enrichment,

19 number of fuel assemblies, exposure (burnup) of existing

20 fuel burnable poison and fuel management schemes are used

21 to derive measurable reactor core parameters important to

22 safe operation. These dynamic parameters, rod worths,

23 peaking factors, are currently included in the plant's

{} 24 technical specifications. The specification of the fuel

25 enrichment in the core design section alone does not
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1 uniquely determine nor limit the values of the reactor

2 core parameters which are important for safe operation.

3 "The existing safety limits in limiting
'O
N/ 4 conditions of operation in the plant technical

5 specifications will have to be addressed and evaluated for

6 each specific future reload and will take into account the

7 fuel enrichment, but they will not be changed by these

8 proposed amendments."

9 MS. LORION: I just had something more to add.

10 The one line in the Federal Register to me was misleading.

11 I think that this is just part of the broad scope of

12 incrementalism in which to use ,their vessel flux reduction
13 program they had to use increased or enriched uranium in

(( ) 14 the reactor core to run at 100 percent power, and that

15 they didn't really make an issuance of a request to use

16 enriched uranium in the core.

; 17 I think that I have people that might quarrel
i

18 with the fact that it isn't a safety or environmental
,

19 hazard and that, thus, I issued no contentions to deal

20 with enriched uranium stored in the core.

21 I would like to do that, and I do not think that

22 one sentence in the Federal Register adequately says that

23 this amendment was issued to use enriched uranium in the

(~g 24 core.
V

25 MR. FRANTZ: I would like to add also for the

. - . . . _ . _ - . . - _ _ - - _ _ - - _ _ . . .- -
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I

1 record that this is not the first time this issue has t en
!

| 2 brought up. In the Licensee's answers to the initial

3 petition to intervene, dated July 27, we state, I would
, /'~;

i (_/ 4 like to quote, that "The petition pertains to an

5 application filed by Florida Power & Light, Licensee, or

6 FP&L, for amendments to operating licenses for Turkey
[
;

| 7 Point Units 3 and 4 to delete the reactor core U235
|

| 8 enrichment specifications and accommodate storage of fuel

9 of high enrichments.'"

10 Therefore, Ms. Lorion was clearly on notice as
;

11 of July 27 that these amendments pertained to deleting any
;

I 12 restrictions upon U235 enrichment in the core.

13 Similarly, our application for this amendment,

(} 14 dated April 4, 1984, similarly stated that the reactor

| 15 core description specifications will be modified to
;

I 16 reflect deletion of enrichment restrictions.

17 So Ms. Lorion was on notice and if she now

| 18 attempts to add any further contention, she should satisfy
|

19 the late filing requirements of 2.714(a).
|

! 20 MS. LORION: I think that the Federal Register
!
i

21 notice, as stated, is misleading. I think I was misled

22 and, thus, I didn't put in contentions on the safetyj

23 parameters of the reactor core.

fs 24 I think enriched uranium could have an effect on
U,

25 that and environmental consequences. I would just like to

__ _ _ _ ._ _ ___ _ _ _ . , _ _._. __ _._-_ _ _ . _ . .
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1 restate that position.

2 I think that it is another, just an incremental

3 practice, and it has been going on now since 1981.
'

4 JUDGE LEUBKE: Had you read that one sentence?

5 MS. LORION: Yes.

6 JUDGE LEUBKE: What does it --

7 MS. LORION: The proposed amendments would

8 revise section 52 of the technical specifications to

9 deleted the present enrichment restriction of 3.5 weight

10 percent. Then it goes on, the whole thing is on fuel

11 storage.

12 JUDGE LEUBKE: Beyond that?
,

13 MS. LORION: Yes.

() 14 JUDGE LEUBKE: Except conceivably, what else

15 would you do with enriched fuel besides putting it in the

16 core?

17 MS. LORION: But they didn't request a separate

18 amendment or state clearly in this amendment request that

19 they were doing that.

20 JUDGE COLE: I am surprised that your experts

21 wouldn't know that the reason for the enrichment would be,

!

'

22 to change the enrichment of the fuel that would be put in

23 the reactor, since it is the only way you could use it.

24 MS. LORION: But I only asked my experts to.{}:

'

25 address spent fuel storage because I read this amendment
,
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increased uranium or enriched uranium in spent fuel1 as

2 storage. I didn't ask them to address reactor core

3 parameters.

) 4 JUDGE COLE: I understand your position.

5 MS. YOUNG: I might also add, in terms of the

6 timing of Ms. Lorion's proposed contentions, safety

7 evaluation preceded her filing deadline by a number of

8 months.

9 The safety evaluation was issued on September 5,

10 1984. That clearly stated that the deletion, that there

11 would be a deletion on the restriction of fuel in the

12 reactor core. So I am somewhat surprised that she was
.

13 unable to understand that the amendments also affected use
.

I~T 14 of the fuel in the reactor core.
U

15 MS. LORION: There was one line in one paragraph

16 in the safety evaluation on this. In looking at that, I

17 still -- again, I have to restate, I took it as a spent

18 fuel storage amendment.

19 In fact, I was waiting before this one came out

20 because I knew they were planning to enrich the uranium,

21 was waiting for an amendment requesting the use of

22 enriched uranium at Turkey Point in the fuel core and

23 never saw one.

24 And when I saw this one, it seemed to be spent
O,

25 fuel and appeared to be, even reading the safety

4
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1 evaluation report. The very limited amount of space they

2 gave to using it in the reactor core.

3 JUDGE LAZO: Well, it is up to you, Ms. Lorion.
r.
k- 4 You have, of course, an opportunity to file an

5 amended petition, if you desire. It has already been
,

6 indicated to you that you have to satisfy the late filing

7 provisions and provide an adequate explanation.

8 I think it has already been indicated to you

9 that you will receive some opposition from the other

10 parties.

11 MS. LORION: Seems to be.

12 JUDGE LAZO: You have the right to do that and

13 we will certainly give it full consideration.

[] 14 Are there any other matters that we may

15 profitably dispose of while we are here at this point?

16 MR. FRANTZ: I have nothing further.

17 MS. LORION: Nothing further.

18 MS. YOUNG: I don't have anything further but a

19 short question.

20 Judge Leubke had indicated that at least one of

21 Ms. Lorion's contentions might warrant rewording. I can't

22 remember whether it was contention 3 or 47

23 MS. LORION: I think he suggested they both went

24 together, more or less.

25 JUDGE LEUBKE: I used the word " elaborate," that

.

t
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1 4 was an elaboration of No. 3.

2 MS. YOUNG: Okay. Then if it wasn't a rewording

3 proposal or if she was considering rewording the
O
k/ 4 contention, I would suggest that some time be placed on

5 that. But since she is not, I drop the matter.

6 JUDGE LAZO: Let us say that there are two ways

7 of handling that, of course. The Licensing Beard may go

8 back and in considering the proposed contentions choose to

9 grant one, if it is suitably reworded.

10 Of course, if we did that, we would give the

11 parties an opportunity to accept or object to our
'

12 rewording. Perhaps a better way to handle it is the way

13 that we suggested yesterday, of having counsel for the
,

(f 14 parties meet with the representative of the Center and

15 Ms. Lorion, who is a Petitioner on her own merit, and

16 perhaps an agreement might be reached regarding

17 consolidation of those contentions or a rewording.

18 MS. YOUNG: Speaking from the viewpoint of the

19 Staff, I don't foresee a problem with that since the

20 Staff's position is that both 3 and 4, as presently

21 proposed, are acceptable.

22 JUDGE LAZO: And you don't particularly care

23 whether they are consolidated or treated separately?

24 MS. YOUNG: That is correct.
{~}

25 MR. FRANTZ: I would only like to add that

.
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;

1 Ms. Lorion can choose to reword her contentions, but if'

2 she adds anything new, she should satisfy the late filing

3 . requirements of 2.714(a).

O:
4 JUDGE LAZO: Very well.

4

5 once again, is there anything else we can handle

6 this morning?

7 Hearing no comment or no response, we will

| 8 adjourn this session.
i

9 (Whereupon, at 11:25 a.m., the hearing was

10 adjourned.)
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